
Caring and Safe Schools Meeting #3—November 14, 2013

In attendance: Vice Principal John Kyriazis, Patrick Darkhor, Sydney Schultz, Tracey Brown, and Maureen 
Dooley, plus students Maddy, Max, and Sarah

Topic--Change of Entrance for Woodfield Students
It was decided that the following teachers’ classes would enter and exit through the Applegrove doors to 
eliminate congestion in the hallway: Ms. Astor, Ms. Ramsay, Mr. Shapiro, and Mr. Darkhor.

Topic--Lunchroom Supervision
At the time of the meeting, there were only four supervisors when the total should be five. A fifth was going 
to be hired soon. 

The lunchtime procedure is that two supervisors stay in the lunchroom while two supervise outside. Between 
12:10 to 12:20, two staff members join in the outdoor supervision.

In September(?) there was an incident where some first graders left the approved boundaries and were playing 
on the sidewalk. This happened only the one time. The supervisors and staff continue to educate the students 
about boundaries. A comment was made that generally the same students break the rules, but the staff and 
lunchroom supervisors know who they are and keep an eye on them.

There has been a problem with parents coming down into the lunchroom to see their children for reasons 
like dropping off forgotten lunches, which creates a security problem. Parents need to check in at the office, 
and the office will then call the lunchroom for the child to be sent to the office. (Maybe place a reminder in 
the Need to Read?)

A suggestion/request was made to open the Woodfield doors at lunchtime, which would give students access 
to bathrooms, since the one in the lunchroom is not adequate for everyone.

Topic--Anti-Bullying Presentations
On November 11, two anti-bullying presentations were given, which were well-received. 

A suggestion was made that the peacemaker program be reinstated. Possibly peacemakers and ambassadors* 
can be merged.

Topic--General Play Outside
John suggested that student *ambassadors should be the ones to remind other students about proper 
behaviour outside--that way the message will be peer-driven, instead of always coming down from the top.

There is some confusion among grade 4 students (and apparently staff) about whether or not they can use the 
climbers. If not allowed, that limits what students can do outside because not everyone is invited or allowed 
to take part in the various games.

Various Topics/Ideas
A suggestion was made to lengthen recesses by five minutes, since exercise is good for the brain/conducive 
for leaning.

All classes need to participate in D.P.A. (Daily Physical Activity). There was concern that some teachers do 
not provide D.P.A.


